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Metaphysics
A branch of philosophy that tries to explain the natural 
world, and mankind’s place within it. It asks questions such 
as:
--is there a god?
--what is my place in the universe?
--what is my reason for existing?

Do you see connections to Jane Eyre?



Topics and themes
• Metaphysical = combines thought (or metaphysical speculation) with feeling

• Heavily intellectualized; poetry that has been inspired by a philosophical 
conception of the universe and the role assigned to the human spirit in the 
great drama of existence.

• Profound areas of experience especially -- about love, romantic and sensual; 
about human relationship with God -- the eternal perspective, and, to a lesser 
extent, about pleasure, learning and art.

• Problems of religion

• Justice in a corrupt world



Tone and Structure
• Tone can be harsh, witty, lucid.
• Uses ordinary speech mixed with puns, paradoxes, and conceits (extended, 
elaborate metaphors which might strike you as far-fetched comparisons). For 
example, in George Herbert’s “Praise”, he compares God’s generosity to a 
bottle full of endless tears.
• Often presented as an argument.



The metaphysical poets

A group of 17th-century poets whose works are 
marked by philosophical exploration, colloquial 
diction, ingenious conceits, irony, and metrically 
flexible lines. John Donne is the foremost 
figure, along with George Herbert and Andrew 
Marvell. 
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John Donne 
John Donne was a 
lawyer, poet, satirist and 
clergyman.

“No Man is an Island”



Bell tolling
It was an English tradition to ring the bells of a 
law school when one of its barristers (lawyers) 
died. Law offices would send messengers to 
the school to inquire who died by asking, “For 
whom does the bell toll?”



John Donne

Although John Donne had completed education 
at Cambridge and Oxford, he was denied 
degrees because he refused to take the Oath 
of Supremacy, an oath that recognized the 
sovereign of England as the head of religion of 
the country. Although a barrister (lawyer), this 
forced him to live a life bordering on poverty.



Several of John Donne’s friends and close 
relatives were killed or exiled because they 
were Catholics who refused to take the Oath of 
Supremacy. His brother was tortured for 
harboring a Catholic priest, and then was 
imprisoned in Newgate prison, where he died of 
bubonic plague. 



John Donne reconsidered and took the Oath of 
Supremacy, for which he was materially 
rewarded with influential positions.



However, he saw how each of the deaths had 
diminished him, and years later published this 
meditation. In the full meditation he talks about 
how the impact of one impacts all.



History of the term
The term "Metaphysical Poet" was first coined by the critic 
Samuel Johnson (1709-1784) and he used it as a 
disparaging term, thinking they were too proud of their own 
wit and that their poems lacked clarity, restraint and 
shapeliness.



T.S. Eliot
In 1921, T.S. Eliot wrote an extremely influential essay on 
the metaphysical poets, in which he explained that “A 
thought to Donne was an experience”. 

After Eliot’s rehabilitating effect, the metaphysical poets 
have taken their place in the canon.



Shakespeare
Metaphysics is usually associated with that part of the philosophical tradition 
which asks about 'last things', questions such as: 
• How many substances are there in the world? 
• Which is more fundamental, quantity or quality? 
• Are events prior to things, or do they happen to those things? 

While he wasn't a philosopher, Shakespeare was obviously interested in 
'ultimates' of this sort. Instead of probing these issues with argument, however, 
he did so with plays. 


